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A Brief Survey of Measurement Scale Beliefs 

 Ever since S. S. Stevens (1946) proposed that measurements scales were divided into 

four types, nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio, there has been controversy over what these 

measurement types imply (e.g. Anderson, 1961; Cliff, 1992, 1993; Davison & Sharma, 1988; 

Gardner, 1975; Lord, 1953; Luce, Krantz, Suppes & Tversky, 1990; Michell, 1999; Stevens, 

1955). One aspect of the controversy is that it does not always seem clear what the scale 

types of different measures employed in psychology and other behavioural sciences really 

are.  

The aim of the following brief survey was to see if there was a consensus about the 

scale type of different measures that might be used. Do practicing researchers agree? Do they 

believe that many measures are ordinal? Do they think that some measures may be of a scale 

type between interval and ordinal? Do they believe that some measures are not ordinal at all? 

Method 

Invitations to complete an online questionnaire were sent to academic staff and 

research students in the departments of psychology, economics, and management in the 

University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand, and through the website run by the 

International Association for Research in Economic Psychology (IAREP). The majority of 

the respondents came through IAREP. 

Eighty-four people answered at least two scenario questions. Fifty-six reported they 

were employed as academics; 15 were students; 6 ticked an “other “category; and 7 did not 

answer the question. Thirty-seven reported their academic background as in psychology; 27 

in economics; 8 in management; 5 in another discipline; and there were 7 missing values. 

 The questionnaire opened with a brief description of five different scale types and 

then six scenarios were presented on succeeding screens. The order of the scenarios was 

randomly varied across participants. After each scenario, participants were asked into which 
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of the five scales types they thought the measure outlined in the scenario fell, and to rate their 

confidence in their decision on a five-point scale (No confidence; a little confidence; some 

confidence; a lot of confidence; complete confidence). Each screen also contained an outline 

of the five scale types as a reminder. The verbatim scenarios and outline scale descriptions 

used are detailed below.  

Scenarios. Three scenarios covered measurement situations where one observer was 

assigning numbers to a variety of different stimuli. 

Cats. A single human observer is judging the cuteness of a number of cats on an 11-

point scale that ranges from 0 (extremely ugly) to 10 (unbelievably cute). 

Rome essays. A history professor is marking student essays on the causes of the fall of 

the Roman Empire. The professor marks on a scale from 0 to 100%. 

Loudness. A human listener is judging the loudness of sounds. The listener listens to a 

standard sound first which has frequency of 1 kHz and sound intensity of 80 dB SPL and is 

told that this sound has a standard loudness of 100. The listener then hears a variety of other 

sounds that differ in sound intensity and frequency. She is told that if she thinks one of these 

sounds is twice as loud as the standard she should judge its loudness as 200; if a quarter as 

loud she should judge it as 25; and so on. The standard is also presented before each test 

sound (so the listener is not likely to forget what it sounds like).  

Three other scenarios presented measurement situations where numbers or verbal 

ratings are obtained from more than one person. 

Satisfaction. A number of people in Scotland are asked to assess their life satisfaction 

on a 11-point scale ranging from 0 (Completely dissatisfied) to 10 (Completely satisfied). 

WAIS. A number of people take the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale. This is a 

much-used intelligence test with several different subtests. The scores of the subtests are 

added and these raw scores are then transformed. The transformation is done so as to produce 
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a normal distribution in a large population with a mean IQ of 100 and a standard deviation of 

15. 

Depression essays. In a course on economic history a large number of essays on the 

topic of "The causes of the Great Depression" are submitted. There are three course teachers 

and they agree to mark a third of the essays each. All mark on a percentage scale (0 to 100%). 

There is no set formula for what constitutes a good essay on this topic, but at the end of their 

marking the assessors meet and agree to rescale their marks by simple multiplication so that 

each marker has a mean of 70% for the essays (s)he has marked. 

Short scale descriptions. Ratio scales are like interval scales (see below) but have a 

zero point on which 0 means none of the quantity. Ratio scales are unchanged only by 

transformations of the kind ax.  

Interval (also called cardinal) scales. Differences between points of the scale have 

meaning. Suppose, for example, three points (A, B, C) on this scale have the numbers 8, 6, 5 

respectively. It makes sense on an interval scale (but not an ordinal scale) to say that B and C 

are closer than A and B. Interval scales are unchanged only by transformations of the form ax 

+ b.  

Superordinal scales are scale types between ordinal and interval. 

Ordinal scales. In these, higher numbers on the scale indicate more of the quantity 

being measured but not how much more. Ordinal scales are unchanged by any order-

preserving transformation.  

Subordinal scales are those in which order is only occasionally implied by one 

number being larger than another. 

Results and discussion 

 The following conclusions seem warranted from the results shown in Table 1. Firstly, 

there is no consensus in judgment of the scale type for any of the measures considered. 
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Researchers do not agree. Secondly, all six measures were thought to be ordinal by at least 

some researchers, and one measure (cat cuteness) was thought to be ordinal by the majority. 

Extra analysis of the psychologist and economist subsamples showed economists more likely 

to think a particular measure ordinal, but the two patterns of response were not otherwise 

very different. In particular, the lack of consensus was evident within both subsamples, as it 

was when students and more experienced researchers were examined separately (although the 

numbers of the former were small). Thirdly, a number of researchers thought there were scale 

types between ordinal and interval and were prepared to assign some measures to this 

“superordinal” scale type. Judgments that measures might be subordinal (partial orders; cf. 

Roberts, 1979) were occasionally made. 
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Table 1.  

Percentage of Sample Choosing each Type of Scale for the Six Scenarios. Also Shown are the 

Average Confidence Levels of the Samples (on a Scale from 1 to 5). Missing Values were at 

most 5 Individuals for any Scenario.  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Scale type  All values from 1 person      Values from different people 

   Cats Rome Loudness Satisfaction   WAIS Depression 

     essays     essays 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Ratio    8 41 28    6  4 21 

Interval  22 15 31   24 65 17 

Superordinal  16 22 16   11 20 20 

Ordinal  51 20 20   48 9 16 

Subordinal   4  2  5   11 3 26 

 

Av. Confidence 3.5 3.4 3.1   3.6 3.2 3.0 

___________________________________________________________________________ 


